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Presentation Notes
Humans spend approximately one third of their lives asleep…8 hours per day, 224 hours per month,  2688 hours per yearYet we don’t clearly understand the reason we sleep
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Overview
 Normal sleep & Why we sleep
 Sleep architecture – changes with aging
 Sleep disruptors
 Evidence based sleep interventions
 Taking control of your sleep-wake cycle
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The first stage of the sleep is the transition from being awake to falling asleep.The second stage is a light stage of sleep; considered the first stage of true sleep. The next two stages of sleep are considered deep sleep or slow wave sleep.  During deep sleep the body repairs cells and rests the parts of the brain that control emotions, decision making, and social interactions.  This type of sleep may help people have the best possible emotional and social function while awake. The fifth stage of sleep is when dreaming and higher activities of the brain happen.   This stage is also called REM sleep.  REM stands for the Rapid Eye Movements that happen during stage 5 of sleep. Stage 5 sleep stimulates the part of the brain linked to learning. Research shows that people who are taught something one day, then not permitted to go into stage 5 sleep, do not remember what was taught as well as those who were allowed stage 5 sleep. It is important that the body move through the different stages of sleep for proper mind and body health.   This means you will not stay in a deep sleep (stage 3 and 4)  for the entire night but will most likely have periods  of lighter sleep (stage 2) and dreaming (stage 5)  as part of a healthy night’s sleep.
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Simplistic model of the circadian cycle – remember there is also a dip in alertness about 6-8 hours after waking. Peak alertness is about 4 hours after waking.  



What we know so far..
 Sleep is strictly regulated in all animal species
 Prolonged sleep deprivation is fatal 
 Impossible to naturally deprive an animal of 

sleep for more than 24h – (sleep-wake occurs)

 Why do we sleep?
 We need off-line time
 Clean, Organize, Refresh
 Preserve synaptic efficiency & brain plasticity





Sleep Architecture
 NREM- 75% - 80% sleep time

 Stage 1 – (3-8%) transition from wakefulness
 Stage 2 – (45-55%) muscle activity decreases
 Stages 3 & 4– (15-20%) slow wave sleep

 REM- 20-25% sleep time
 First  episode occurs 60-90 min after onset of NREM
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Presentation Notes
EOG is assessing eye movementEMG is assessing muscle activityEEG is assessing brain waves
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Childhood includes early adolescentsOld age includes mid-50s to early 70sPercentage of time spent in each stage of sleep changes over the lifespan.Children spend more time in deep/slow wave sleep as compared to older adultsOlder adults spend more time in light (stage 2) sleep that makes it easier to be woken up . It is unclear whether this is due to a change in sleep or in other morbidities and possibly therapies for those illnesses that are keeping this age group in lighter sleep. 







Sleep in Infants/Babies
 Newborns – 3mo 

 sleep 16-18 hours/24
 Polyphasic sleep

 50 – 300 minutes sleep
 90 – 180 minutes wake

 1-2 months hunger drives wake/sleep
 3 months cue to light/dark cycle
 6 months consolidate sleep at night

 need 14-15 hours / 24 hours
 9-12h/night + 2-4.5h/naps



Sleep in Adolescents
 13 – 18 years need 9.5 

to 11 hours 

 Naps reappear to 
curtail sleep debt

 Sleep patterns shift to 
later sleep-wake cycle



Sleep in Adults & Older Adults

 Sleep patterns change 
through adulthood… the 
quantity remains the same

 18 – 50+ years need 7.5 to 9 
hours

 Sleep becomes more 
fragmented with age… may 
need naps to fill gaps
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Presentation Notes
Many adults think they can “do just fine” on 6 hours of sleepResearchers at the University of California. San Francisco found that 3% of the population have a gene that enables them to do well on 6 hours per nightThat leave 97% of us who need more to not suffer negative consequences of sleep deprivation 





Physical
 Age

 Gender
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Age: More fragmented sleep is more common in the very young and those over the age of 70. Results in lower sleep efficiency. Gender: Women tend to report more problems sleeping… appears to be linked to hormonal shifts during menstrual cycles. Progesterone increases depth of sleep. Severe reduction just before bleeding results in difficulty sleeping. Menopause drop in progesterone and hot flashes interrupt sleepMen suffer from greater levels of sleep apnea. Linked to testosterone levels



Physical
 Illnesses

 Cardiac
 Respiratory
 Musculoskeletal
 Gastrointestinal
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Presentation Notes
Affects quality and quantity of sleepPoor oxygenation, pain, acid reflux all result in lower sleep efficiency Medications to manage chronic conditions can fragment sleep as well as disrupt sleep architecture https://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletters/Harvard_Womens_Health_Watch/2010/July/medications-that-can-affect-sleep



Mental/Emotional
 Depression
 Schizophrenia
 Bipolar (manic-depression)

 Every day stressors can be problems 
too
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Presentation Notes
Affects sleep architecture. Decreased REM and deep sleep stages.Longer sleep latency and shorter sleep duration are the most common sleep disturbances in those with mental illnesses. Most common in depressive  and anxiety disorders. http://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletters/Harvard_Mental_Health_Letter/2009/July/Sleep-and-mental-health



Lifestyle Environment
 Timing

 Jet lag
 Exercise
 Work

 Chemicals
 Tobacco
 Caffeine
 Alcohol

 Noise
 Light
 Temperature
 Mixed signals
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Sleep is not separate from wake!You need to view sleep-wake-sleep-wake as a cycle that you move through each day/nightThings you do all day long affect your ability to sleep at night and things you do at night affect your ability to get things done during the dayTiming of your activities will also affect your ability to sleep Chemicals you ingest can affect your ability to sleepTobacco = nicotine  stimulant will prevent sleep onset	= poor lung function   increased risk for Obstructive Sleep Apnea	= increased mucus    airway obstruction decreases oxygenation Caffeine = Stimulant  prevents sleep onset	can have stimulant effects for up to 12 hours after ingestionAlcohol = Depressant   decreases sleep latency (fall to sleep faster) [first half]	 increases fragmentation  [second half] Low noise – may need white noise (TV & Radio keep the brain awake)Low/No light – if must have light AVOID Blue light (red is better) does not affect melatoninCool but not ColdAvoid sending your brain mixed signals… Bed is for Sleep & Sex onlyChair beside bed for reading or even better in another roomNo computer, studying, bill paying, eating, etc in bed



Common Sleep Disorders
 Insomnia

 Sleep Movement Disorders (RLS)
 Restless leg syndrome

 Sleep Disordered Breathing 
 Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA)



Insomnia

 Difficulty falling asleep, staying asleep, &/or non-
restorative sleep a majority of nights for greater than 1 
month duration

 Affect 35% of the general population & 69% of the 
medical population



Sleep Movement Disorders 

 Restless leg syndrome (RLS)  

 Predisposing factors – pregnancy, anemia, 
rheumatoid arthritis

 Diagnosis – self report, PSG record 
movement @ sleep onset

 Treatment – Individualized
 Vite B12, Folate, Iron
 Healthy Sleep Habits
 Prescriptions 
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Restless leg syndrome (RLS)  disagreeable leg sensations that usually occur prior to sleep onset that cause an almost irresistible urge to move the legs



What does OSA look like?

OSA video
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RiskMore prevalent in Men & post-menopausal womenIncreases with age until 70Weight – 10% increase in weight = 6 fold increased riskSleep Study –PolysomnographyO2 saturation monitoring

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm-TZ-dO_rQ


OSA and Memory
 Decreased oxygen to the brain
 Increased brain inflammation (oxidative stress)

 Structural changes
 Amyloid plaque build up
 White matter brain loss





Getting Good Sleep
 Pharmacotherapy/Devices
 Behavioral therapy
 Good sleep habits

 Exercise in your AM
 No caffeine 5-8 hrs of bed
 Know your light sources
 Quiet, Cool, Dark
 Establish a ‘bedtime’ routine
 Leave the stress outside the bedroom

http://www.sleepeducation.org

http://www.sleepeducation.org/


Application
 Setting goals for good sleep

 Activity
 Timing
 Frequency



Give it a try
 I will exercise for 30 minutes in the first half of my day 

4 of 7 days of the week. 

 Activity = exercise for 30 minutes
 Timing = first half of day
 Frequency = 4 of 7 days of the week



Now it is your turn
 Write down two goals you would like to 

try in the next few weeks to improve 
your sleep. 

 Activity/Timing/Frequency

 Be realistic and kind to yourself 
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